We have carried out a systematic study of the effect of microtaper diameter on the spectral characteristics of bottle microresonators. By increasing the microtaper-diameter (D t ) from 2µm to 10µm results in progressively cleaner spectra. The transmission depth at resonance varies from ~15dB (@D t =2µm) to >3dB (@D t =10µm). The loaded Q factors were measured to be >10 +6 in all cases. However, with microtaper D t =10µm clearly-resolved single resonance peaks could be observed and free-spectral ranges could be easily identified. At some transmission resonances, we have observed LP 01 →LP 11 mode transformation at the excitation microtaper waist, for the first time, as the resonance is scanned.
INTRODUCTION
Optical resonators are known to play a very crucial role in high performance laser devices and other photonic applications. Special designs are used to improve efficiency and output power performance 1, 2 . An important limitation regarding traditional resonators is related to their weight, size, alignment requirements and environmental stability. Some of these problems are addressed by resorting to dielectric structures with circular symmetry and supporting whispering gallery modes (WGMs), without the need of additional reflecting arrangements. Optical microresonators which sustain WGMs are able to reach exceptionally high quality (Q) factors due to minimal leakage and scattering losses and low material absorption 3 . By tailoring the resonator size, shape and material composition, optical microresonators has shown great potential in being the basis of next generation compact size, low power and high speed photonics circuits. It has been widely demonstrated that optical microresonators are not only able to contribute towards fundamental research, but also in broad range of device applications which includes small-scale sensors, microlasers and filters, as a cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) and optical delay lines 3, 4 . To address different applications, it is often critical to realize microresonators with compact size (small modal volume, V), high Q-factor and large free spectral range (FSR). Over the years, a very wide range of microresonator shapes has been explored with rotationally symmetric structures being widely used. Common type of the utilized shape includes cylinders, spheres, toroids and disks. Although cylindrical resonators had been shown to possess small Q-factor values, they can still be useful in some applications 5 . Ultra-high-Q-factor (~10 10 ) WGM resonator has been previously demonstrated through the utilization of silica microspheres 6 . However, the on-chip integration of this microresonator with other optical components is quite challenging 7 . It has been proposed that the challenge of microresonators on-chip integration could be overcome by the utilization of microring/disc resonators 8 . Nevertheless, Q-factors of such resonators are limited by the surface roughness introduced through its fabrication process.
Recently, a new type of optical microresonator -known as bottle microresonators (BMRs), has been given much attention due to its distinguishable features compared to other types of optical resonators. In contrast to microresonators mentioned above which rely predominantly on quasi-2D WGM optical confinement, BMRs show a truly 3D WGM confinement within its oblate structure 9 . BMRs also demonstrated a non-degenerate WGMs with an enhanced field strength corresponding to its modal turning points. Another interesting feature of BMRs is a rich variety of modes can be efficiently excited depending on the excitation arrangement 10 . We have previously demonstrated a simple and versatile way of fabricating BMRs through "soften-and-compress" technique 10 . As a result of strong asphericity of the BMR, dense and complex resonance spectral feature were generated due to degenerate supported modes with strongly overlapping FSRs and very large mode density 11, 12 . Although the dense spectral features could be greatly beneficial for CQED studies, it would be a major drawback should the BMR is to be utilized for sensing purposes. Thus it is essential to have a "cleaner" spectrum with easily distinguishable and traceable features over a broad wavelength range. Previously, reduction to the complex and dense spectral features of BMRs has been proposed by attenuating a subset of the BMRs' excited modes. This includes placement of micro-droplets 13 and inscribing microgroove scars 14 on BMRs. However, it is very hard to accurately position micro-droplets on BMRs in order to attenuate certain excited modes while ensuring the desired ones survive. Also, while microgroove scaring on BMRs could be very precise, it is too costly to be conventionally applied.
In this paper, we present a less constrained and cost-effective approach in generating cleaner and simpler spectra of BMRs through the manipulation of its excitation source. We study the effect of the diameter of the evanescently-coupled microtaper (D t ) on the spectral characteristics of BMRs. Progressively cleaner and simpler spectra could be generated by BMRs when D t was increased from 2µm to 10µm. The loaded Q-factors were also measured to be >10 +6 in all caseswhich is more than sufficient for sensing purposes. We also studied the modal transformation taking place at the microtaper waist as a result of coupling to BMR. It is observed that conversion of the LP 01 microtaper mode into LP 11 takes place in some of the strong transmission resonances in the case of 2um diameters. The modal transformation was not as frequent in the case of 8um microtaper excitation, despite the much larger modality.
EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
The BMR utilized in this experiment was fabricated using the same "soften-and-compress" technique previously demonstrared 10 with neck-to-neck distance L b of 360µm, bottle diameter D b of 180µm and stem diameter D s of 125µm. In this study, a standard telecom optical fiber (Corning SMF28) was used to fabricate the BMR. Figure 1 shows the BMR under study with dimensions summarized in the caption. An important part of BMR study for sensing applications is the coupling of light into and out of the cavity. One of the best methods available for exciting the modes of the resonator cavity is through the utilization of microtaper fibers. With the right microtaper waist diameter, it is possible to couple >90% of the input light into the cavity of a high-Q fused silica resonator 15 . For the case of microspheres, it has been reported that the optimum microtaper waist diameter is ≤2µm 16 with coupling strength of <1dB observed when the microtaper waist diameter was increased to >3µm.
For this study, a total of five microtapers with waist diameter D t of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10µm were utilized to couple light into and out of the BMR. In each characterization process, the microtaper was positioned on top of the BMR with the utilization of micro-positioning stages. Although this overloads the cavity and would reduce the Q-factor, it results in a robust and stable arrangement. In order to observe the utilized BMR WGMs resonances, a tunable laser source TLS (Agilent 81600B) with linewidth of ~100 kHz was used to sweep a broad wavelength range. The output of the microtaper was monitored by an InGaAs detector. Images of the BMR being excited with the laser throughout different microtaper position were captured with an infra-red camera in order to observe light scattering caused by the BMR. Figure 2 shows the excitation at various microtaper positions along the BMR with D t of 10µm. It can be clearly observed that, in contrast to most of the other demonstrated symmetrical optical resonators, BMR would give different modal intensity distributions at different excitation position. It has been theoretically predicted that excitation on BMR modes with characteristic intensity maxima on both sides of the corresponding turning point is observable as light is confined along the two turning points (along the z-axis) by angular momentum barrier 9, 17 -as shown in Figure 2 (e) and (g) where the microtaper was positioned 150µm away from the center. Positioning the microtaper beyond the bottle-neck (furthest turning point) caused no axial confinement of the excited modes, as in in Figure 2 (f). As previously observed and discussed 10 , the BMR utilized in this experiment would also allow selective excitation of different modal families with different coupling position of the microtaper. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figures 3(a) -(e) show transmission spectra of the utilized BMR when coupled and excited at the center with microtaper waist diameter D t of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10µm. With D t =2µm, the transmission depth gained is ~15dB. It decreases to ~13dB when D t =4µm and 6µm. This is expected since microtaper with larger D t allows more light to propagate in the core than the one with smaller Dt. Hence there is less light available that is propagating in the cladding-air region as evanescent field to be coupled into the BMR. Transmission depth to the BMR decreases further to ~10dB when D t =8µm. With D t =10µm, coupling efficiency into the BMR dropped to ~3dB. BMR WGMs are defined by m (azimuthal), ρ (radial) and q (axial) mode numbers and characteristic wavelength λ mρq . In contrast with near-perfect-microspheres, azimuthal mode degeneracy is broken in BMRs and the strong overlap of different mode families' result in very dense and complex transmission spectra [10] [11] [12] .
It could be clearly observed that progressively cleaner and simple spectra could be generated by the utilized BMR as the microtaper waist diameter D t increases from 2 to 10µm. The observed spectral dependencies on microtaper diameter is believed to be due to the fact that smaller microtaper diameter show smaller effective indices and therefore phasematch higher-radial-order BMR WGMs. Owing to strong modal-family overlaps, the density of modes becomes progressively larger as the radial order increases-resulting in complex and dense transmission spectra. With larger excitation microtaper diameters (>6µm), cleaner spectra of the utilized BMR could be generated as phase matching to lower-radial-order BMR WGMs takes place. With microtaper D t =10µm, clearly resolved single resonance peaks could be identified and hence much distinguishable FSRs observed. The generated single resonance peaks from the incorporated BMR and large microtaper D t (>6µm) would be greatly beneficial for sensing purposes as indication markers for any wavelength shifts. In addition, larger microtaper diameters result in a much more robust devices (where λ is the wavelength at which a resonance occurs and ∆λ is the linewidth of the resonant wavelength). Lorentzian fit for each measured data were also performed in order to calculate the Q-factor of the dominant resonances. In all cases, the loaded Q-factor were measured to be >10 +6 . Results from this study indicate that microtaper waist diameter does not play much influence on the Q-factor value of the utilized BMR. 
MODAL TRANSFORMATION OF BOTTLE MICRORESONATOR
The microtapers used for the BMR excitation are fabricated to be adiabatic and therefore the launched LP 01 fundamental mode is maintained throughout its length. However, along its waist, where the original core is diminished and light is guided by the waist itself, the microtaper supports a number of modes. In the presence of external perturbations, such as the contacting BMR, higher order modes are likely to be excited. In such case, the input LP 01 mode is expected to be (partially) transformed into higher order "waist modes". Previous studies have suggested that higher-order mode transformation will compromise the coupling 'ideality' of microtapers to microresonators and this effect is expected to become worse as D t increases 18 . Modal transformation from the excitation source to BMR was experimentally investigated through near field images of the output beam. The study was performed by utilizing microtapers of D t =2µm and 8µm. The microtapers were cleaved at their respective minimum-waist regions and placed on top of the BMR at center position. Figure 5(a) shows light scattering of the BMR when terminated microtaper of D t =8µm was connected to a HeNe laser source. Figure 5(b) shows a schematic of the X10 telescope used to visualize modal transformations at various transmission resonances. A collimator was placed at the end of the terminated microtaper in order to capture the output light. Before capturing the output beam, BMR WGMs resonance spectra were first measured by placing a lens-to-fiber connector in front of the collimator and into the InGaAs power meter. For the imaging process, an infra-red camera was utilized to capture the output beams. The output beams were magnified X10 with the incorporation of two bi-convex lenses in order to clearly observe any modal transformation. Figure 6 illustrates the observed BMR modal transformation at one specific resonance using a finely tuned wavelength laser source. Figure 6(a) illustrates the BMR modal transformation with microtaper D t =2µm at resonance wavelength of 1557.131nm. Off-resonance (between 1557.110 -1557.120nm), only the fundamental LP 01 mode were observed. Around 1557.123nm, there is a group of minor simultaneously excited WGMs. Near field image at this point shows the output beam became slightly distorted-due to the different modes beating. At around 1557.127nm, the output beam started to lose power due to efficient light coupling into the BMR. At this strong resonance point, the TLS power was increased in order to have more light out of the microtaper for adequate image processing. The beating of LP 11 mode started to become significant at ~1557.128nm. Tuning the wavelength further causes the LP 11 mode to become more and more dominant. Modal transformation from LP 01 to LP 11 was clearly observed at resonance peak, which is at Figure 6(b) , the few resonances which did show clear modal transformation follow the same trend as with the previous microtaper. At off-resonance, only the fundamental LP 01 mode observed. The mode beating of LP 01 and LP 11 became more and more significant when the wavelength was tuned near to the peak resonance point. The mode then transformed to LP 11 at peak resonance (~1551.795nm) and back again to LP 01 at off-resonance. The resonance shown in Figure 6 (b) does consist of another simultaneous WMG excitation at ~1551.798nm. Hence the output beam profile at this point will also be influenced by the presence of this second excited WGM.
Previous studies suggested that coupling 'ideality' of microtapers to microresonators would decrease as D t increases 18 . Strong modal transformations have been observed for the smaller waist diameter microtaper. However, despite the fact that larger waist diameter microtapers support much larger number of modes, the observed modal transformation was significantly smaller. This implies that modal phase-matching, rather than modal number defines the degree of modal transformation in evanescently coupled microtapers.
CONCLUSION
We have studied the effect of microtaper waist diameters on the evanescent-filed excitation of BMRs. Demonstration of BMR spectra "clean-up" has been successfully demonstrated through the manipulation of the excitation microtaper waist diameter. The utilization of microtapers with relatively large waist diameter (>6µm) was observed to generate much simpler spectra due to phase matching of lower-radial-order BMR WGMs. This would be greatly beneficial for sensing purposes. Even with microtaper of ‫ܦ‬ ௧ = 10ߤ݉, coupling efficiency of more than 50% into the BMR has been shown possible. This is in contrast with the previously studied case of near-perfect-microspheres where microtapers with ‫ܦ‬ ௧ ≤ 2ߤ݉ are considered to be optimum. Microtaper waist diameters were also shown to have little influence on the loaded Q-factor values of the BMR. All of the measured Q-factor values with different ‫ܦ‬ ௧ size were observed to be >10 +6 .
Modal transformations of BMRs were also experimentally investigated by the observation of near-field images of the output beam. Most of the strong WGM resonances checked with microtaper of ‫ܦ‬ ௧ = 2ߤ݉ show clear transformation from fundamental LP 01 mode to higher order LP 11 mode. It should be further noted, that due to the following adiabatic up-taper, the LP 11 mode will be radiated away and will not captured by the single-mode core of the interrogating fiber. Depending on the degree of BMR-induced modal transformation, this will result in apparently stronger resonance dips and enormous coupling strengths. However, this transformation is not so pronounced and frequent with microtaper of ‫ܦ‬ ௧ = 8ߤ݉ where only a few strong resonances investigated show clear modal transformation from lower to higher order. Hence there is no major concern of coupling losses from lower order modes to higher order modes on BMRs by utilizing microtaper with higher ‫ܦ‬ ௧ .
